The Mivumo Villa

An exclusive villa on the banks of the magnificent
Rufiji River at the heart of the Selous

The Selous
Vast, pristine and largely undiscovered,
the spectacular Selous Game Reserve
is a World Heritage Site and the largest
expanse of game reserve in Africa.
Covering 55,000 square kilometres of
rolling savannah, lakes, rivers and deltas,
it is four times the size of the Serengeti
and home to the largest concentrations
of elephants in the world.

The Accommodation
The Villa offers three double bedrooms, each with opulent bathroom and private sun-deck. Each
room has its own private viewing deck, sun loungers, plunge pool and rain shower. The central
area features a king-sized bed, writing desk, river-view lounge with LCD TV, double bathroom
with dressing area and Victorian claw-foot bath.

Guest Amenities
Include: 24-hour room-service, free wi-fi available, full butler and valet service, dedicated chefs
and private kitchen, magnificent central lounge, elegant reception area and separate bar. The Villa
offers a team who provide massages and beauty treatments.

Mivumo Villa

An exclusive villa located on the banks of the
mighty Rufiji River with long views down the
plunging torrents of Stiegler’s Gorge, this
unique retreat features an extensive timbered
deck, private inside and outside dining area,
spacious lounge and reception area, private pool
and exclusive access to the river. Traditionally
thatched, with high vaulted ceilings and picture
windows it offers an engaging mix of classic
safari antiques and ultra-modern leather and
rattan styled furniture.

Hospitality
The imposing dining room is served by its own dedicated
team of chefs and sommeliers and enjoys its own exclusive
kitchen; meals can also be served on the exterior deck.

Cuisine
Our chefs are proficient in a wide range of international
cuisines, menus can be submitted in advance. In true safari
style, the Villa excels in the provision of al fresco dining
experiences, which allow our guests to appreciate the
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magnificence of the scenery while enjoying the sights and
sounds of this world-renowned wildlife arena. All such events
will be exclusively catered to our guest’s preferences and
presented at a series of enchanting private venues.
Typically our bush dining experiences are set up in advance
and feature full waiter service and the guarantee of a
dedicated wildlife-ranger presence. Choices include bush
breakfasts along the river, exclusive safari sundowners
overlooking the river gorge, a lamp-lit bush BBQ or perhaps a
candle-lit dinner.
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Email: darreservations@serena.co.tz

Exclusive Safari Experiences
The staff of the Villa are on hand to offer an unrivalled
selection of exclusive game-viewing safaris, ornithological
tours and guided walks. Visits can also be made to the hot
springs and a number of historical sites. With its own fleet of
specialist river crafts, the Villa also offers river tours, picnics
on the sandbanks and fishing.
Our guests are met by their own fleet of vehicles at the
private airstrip, which is 20 minutes from the Villa (45
minute’s flight from Dar es Salaam International Airport).
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